Directions to FMTC Dunkirk and port instructions

TOTAL (OLEUM)
303 Route du Fortelet
59760 Grande-Synthe
France

Port access instructions

You must register upon arrival at the security (port access / post de gard). You can indicate that you are coming for FMTC / OLEUM. You must hand over your passport or identity card to security. You will receive an access pass and can pass through the entrance gate.

When you are through the gate, walk straight on for about 600 meters until you see the OLEUM / FMTC building on your right (see map below).

When you leave the site, you can return your access pass to security, after which you will receive your passport or identity card.

If you experience problems at the entrance gate, please contact our back office at telephone number +31851307461.
Route directions

Travelling from Dunkirk

1. Take the D601 from Dunkirk towards Grande-Synthe.
2. On the roundabout take the 2nd exit and continue on the D601.
3. Then go right to the Rue du 8 Mai 1945.
4. On the roundabout take the 4th exit to Rue du Comte Jean/D1.
5. Keep following this road and continue on the Route du Fortelet.
6. Take the first exit to the left and your destination (FMTC Dunkirk, TOTAL OLEUM) is located on your right.

Travelling from Calais

1. Take the A16 from Calais towards Grande-Synthe.
2. Keep following this road and eventually take exit 54 towards Dunkerque-Port Est/Grande-Synthe Centre.
3. On the roundabout take the 5th exit to D131. On the next roundabout go straight ahead and keep following the D131.
4. On the roundabout after that take the 2nd exit to the D601.
5. Eventually go left to the Rue du Champ d’Aviation/D131.
6. Keep following this road and turn left at the Rue du Comte Jean.
7. Continue on Route du Fortelet and make the first turn to the left. Your destination (FMTC Dunkirk, TOTAL OLEUM) is located on your right.
Travelling from Saint-Omer

1. Take the D300 from Saint-Omer towards Grande-Synthe. Eventually you will come to a roundabout. Take the 2nd exit and continue on the D300 towards Dunkerque.
2. On the next roundabout take the 3rd exit and on the roundabout after that take the 2nd exit and continue on the D300.
3. You will pass another roundabout. Take the 1st exit to Route de Craywick/D217.
4. Keep following the D217 and eventually turn left to stay on this road.
5. Proceed your way to Route de Mardyck.
6. Eventually turn right to Route du Fortelet. Keep following this road with the curve to the right.
7. Take the 3rd exit to the right and your destination (FMTC Dunkirk, TOTAL OLUEM) is located on your right.